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- Those immigrants moving to the United States don’t realize that they are creating a problem back home...in Mexico. The loss of these young men is causing an increase of fatherless families as well as damaging Mexico’s infrastructure. They are also leaving their country vulnerable to foreign threats, with all these young men immigrating who will be able to defend their country?

- If more of the men that were looking for a better future in the United States stayed in Mexico, it would create a better economy! With all these men immigrating Mexico is at its verge of losing its culture. There needs to be a way to keep these men home so they are able to bring up their country and be able to defend their families and country.

- Back in the day the United States would go to Latin America counties like Mexico looking for braceros or manual workers. They were paid minimum wage and a room was included as well as transpiration to and from the border. However now times in the United States have changed. Those workers that were promised a room as well as
transportation no longer need to be convinced. Today these workers move freely into the United States looking for a job risking their lives.

Assessment:

In the article Emigration Damages Mexican Culture and Infrastructure the author’s strengths are that she stays focused on her topic. She mentions how Mexico is being affected by those who move into the United States. All those young men coming into the United States don’t see that they are leaving their home country vulnerable to possible attacks. Before the leave they should keep their family in mind and make sure it’s the right decision. Weaknesses in this article are that there is little details.

Olivia Ferguson author of this article mentions that Mexico is being affected by those coming into the United States which is true. You can see it in a few of the class narratives how those that are here working send money back to their families so they can better themselves. Also there are those that are really affected that they decide to return to their home country. This article is important because it talks about the effects that it has on Mexico and those who come to United States. It’s a topic that not really looked into.